Doing research together
The good, the challenging and the ugly aspects of collaborative research
A symposium arranged by CIRCUS, The Centre for Integrated Research on Culture and Society at Uppsala University

Date: 29 October 2020
Venue: Zoom

Session 1
9:00-10:30 Forging Interdisciplinary Collaborations

Welcome
Tora Holmberg, Vice-rector at the Disciplinary Domain of Humanities and Social Sciences at Uppsala University

Opening remarks
Claes-Fredrik Helgesson, Professor and Research Director at Circus, Uppsala University

Shared cognitive–emotional–interactional platforms: Markers and conditions for successful interdisciplinary collaborations
Michèle Lamont, Professor of sociology Harvard University and Dr h.c at Uppsala University

Universal at Home, Particular Abroad: Starting TextWorlds, a Research Network for the Global Mapping of Texts From the Pre-Modern World
Rune Rattenborg, Researcher at Department of Linguistics and Philology, Uppsala University

Reflections on Starting a Research Network on Studies on Education, Migration and Segregation
Håkan Forsberg, Senior lecturer at Department of Education, Uppsala University

10:30-11:00 Break with possibility to engage in small talk in our cocktail table corner (separate zoom room)

Session 2
11:00-12:00 Uglier Aspects of Collaborative Research

Metrics and the emergence of collaborative fraud
Mario Biagioli, Professor, School of Law and Department of Communication, UCLA

Making an inventory of uglier aspects of collaborative research (and reflecting how to deal with them)
Discussion lead by Claes-Fredrik Helgesson, Professor and Research Director at Circus, Uppsala University

12:00-13:30 Break for lunch with optional small talk in our cocktail table corner (separate zoom room)

Session 3
What are we learning from the current enforced move to online interaction?

13:30-15:00 Remotely together - online public engagement with research
Dr Vicky McGuinness, Head of Cultural Programming and Partnerships, Humanities Division, University of Oxford

Reflections on moving a workshop about provenance online
Emma Hagström Molin, PhD History of Ideas

Sharing of experiences and insights
MC: Ingrid Berg, Project Coordinator at Circus, Uppsala University

15:30-16:15 Panel discussion
Michèle Lamont, Professor sociology Harvard University and Dr h.c at Uppsala University
Mario Biagioli, Professor, School of Law and Department of Communication, UCLA
- Questions from audience (via chat and Mentimeter)
MC: Claes-Fredrik Helgesson, Professor and Research Director at Circus, Uppsala University

16:15-16:30 Brief final break with possibility to engage in small talk in our cocktail table corner (separate zoom room)

16:30-16:50 Concluding discussion: Where to go from here? Together?
Lead by: Anna Lindström, Chair of the Circus board and Professor at Department of Scandinavian Languages, Uppsala University

Webpage with more information and necessary zoom links: https://www.humsam.uu.se/circus/symposium2020